The Perfect Companion for Your Active Life

FINEPIX XP120

Waterproof 65ft/20m
Shockproof 5.8ft/1.75m
Freezeproof 14°F/-10°C
Dustproof
The camera supports direct Wireless transfer of images to the Instax SHARE printer for instant printout and sharing on the spot. Enjoy Instax prints at parties or on vacations, and share them with your family and friends instantly.

Back-Illuminated Sensor & Optical Image Stabilization
The camera features a 16.4 megapixel back-illuminated CMOS sensor, capable of delivering advanced image quality even in underwater or low light conditions. Its CMOS-shift optical image stabilization system controls camera shake even in low light or when zoomed in.

FUJINON 5x Optical Zoom Lens
Equipped with a zoom lens that starts from the convenient 28mm*1 at the wide angle end, the XP120 has a 5x optical zoom system which gives extra breadth and depth to your image. The use of the Intelligent Digital Zoom function extends the zoom range up to 10x.

Press the Burst Mode Button to immediately activate high-speed continuous shooting at up to 10 fps, perfect for capturing fast-moving subjects.

Introducing the all-new Cinemagraph mode: you’re now able to produce still images with moving elements! Cinemagraph is a novel photographic approach that makes an image look somewhere between a still photo and moving video that is sure to capture people’s attention. Record video up to 5 seconds and specify which elements you want to move to easily create a cinemagraph with the specified elements in motion. The contrast between moving elements and the rest of the still image is sure to enliven the scene.

Cinemagraph Samples Available

Advanced Image Quality from a Compact and Rugged Camera Body
16.4 Megapixel CMOS Sensor & 5x Optical Zoom Lens
Large 3-inch high-definition 920K-dot LCD monitor boasts clear visibility even under intense sunlight

无线通信 for Instant Photo Transfer
Instax SHARE for Easy Prints and Instant Sharing
The camera supports direct Wireless transfer of images to the Instax SHARE printer for instant printout and sharing on the spot. Enjoy Instax prints at parties or on vacations, and share them with your family and friends instantly.

Photo Sharing on Smartphones**
Photos can be transferred to your smartphone or tablet by simply pressing the Wi-Fi button on the camera. There’s no need to enter a user ID or password; this is an easy and convenient function for when you want to quickly share your pictures on social media or by email.

Remote Camera Operations**
Use the FUJIFILM Camera Remote app on your smartphone or tablet to remotely release the shutter, adjust zoom settings or switch the camera to the video recording mode. This function is useful for capturing wildlife, group photos and self portraits.

** Install the free FUJIFILM Camera Remote app to your smartphone or tablet first.

For more information, please visit our Website: